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Abstract

I studied the effects of vessel activity on the behavior of humpback whales (Megaptera
novaeangliae) near Juneau, Alaska, from 6 July to 25 August 2000. I collected behavioral data from a
7 m inboard-outdrive research vessel in Stephens Passage and Lynn Canal, where feeding Central
North Pacific humpbacks are the focus of a burgeoning whale watching industry. Utilizing
continuous and point behavioral sampling, I recorded locations, identities, and behaviors of 27
humpback whale focal pods for 39.6 observation hours. I also recorded number, type, approach
style, length of stay, and proximity ofwhale watching boats within 400 m of each focal pod. I
observed 16 pods (1404 total min.; 261 surface intervals) when at least one whale watching boat was
present for more than ten minutes, and observed 11 pods (972 total min.; 191 surface intervals)
when no whale watching boats were present. I compared whale behavior between the two
conditions, whale watching vessels present and whale watching vessels absent. Average whale
respiratory activity was almost identical in the two conditions. However, individual whales followed
by whale watching boats showed significandy greater variance in time spent at the surface and
number of blows per surfacing than did whales not pursued by boats (F=2.87, p<0.05; F=3.14,
p<0.05). Additionally, whales with whale watching boats showed significandy greater variance in the
proportion of time spent engaging in surface-active behavior (F=284.60, p«O.OOI), and collectively
exhibited surface behaviors more frequendy, than did whales without whale watching boats. Over
80% of whale watchers remained at least 200 yards (182.8 m) from focal whales; however, almost
30% of whale watchers violated NOAA Fisheries' Alaska Marine Mammal Viewing GlIidelines by
staying with pods for more than 30 minutes. I found that humpbacks exhibit subde short-term
behavioral responses to whale watching boats, but that long-term consequences of heavy vessel
traffic for this whale population remain to be determined. I provide recommendations to NOAA
Fisheries charged with assisting the recovery of the humpback whale and with managing Alaska's
whale watchers.
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Andyonder, glistening amid the irised sprqy, is a stillmon:
stnking n:velation <ifwa17!l life in the so-called howling waste-

a ha!fdozen whales, their broad backs like glaciated bosses <ifgranite heaving
aloft in near view.. .andplunging down home in colossal health and comfort.

Gohn Muir, 1879)1

Introduction

Central North Pacific Humpback Whales

The humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) that John Muir witnessed from his canoe in

1879 were probably abundant and widely distributed throughout Southeast Alaska's Inside Passage.

The extensive hunting of North Pacific humpbacks would not begin in Alaska until approximately

26 years later. Between 1905 and 1965, an estimated 28,000 North Pacific humpbacks were killed

before the International Whaling Commission (!WC) protected these animals from harvest in 1966

(Rice and Wolman 1982, Straley 1994). Rice (1978) estimated that close to 15,000 humpbacks--or

roughly 12% of the worldwide population-plied North Pacific waters when Muir ventured north to

Alaska. Now just over 6,000 humpbacks are believed to inhabit the same oceanic basin over a

century later (Calambokidis 1997 et al., NOAA Fisheries 2000).

At least three populations of humpbacks inhabit the North Pacific, based on data from

genetic analyses and aerial, vesse~ and photo-identification surveys (Calambokidis et al. 1997, Baker

et al. 1998, NOAA Fisheries 2000). One such population, the Central North Pacific stock,

comprises an estimated 4,005 humpbacks that mate and calve in the Hawaiian Islands throughout

the winter and spring, and migrate north to feed in eastern Alaska during the summer and fall (Baker

et al. 1990, Perry et al. 1990, Calambokidis et al. 1997). Central North Pacific humpbacks show

some degree of fidelity to distinct feeding areas throughout Alaska; that is, many whales return to

feeding areas where mothers first brought them as calves (Martin et al. 1984, Baker et al. 1987). The

humpbacks Muir encountered were probably ancestors to some of the estimated 404 current

members of the Southeast Alaska feeding aggregation, the largest in the state (Straley 1994).

The presence of over 400 individuals in a single feeding aggregation is encouraging. Indeed,

Rice (1978) estimated that only 1,000 humpbacks remained in the entire North Pacific when the

!WC officially protected these whales in 1966. Humpbacks of the North Pacific have most

definitely grown in number during the last three decades. And although some scientists characterize

their recovery as slower than predicted Gohnson and Wolman 1984), their recovery hasn't gone

unnoticed.
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Whale Watching

Thousands, perhaps millions, of people have watched humpbacks-the "Merry Whales"

sometime in the last thirty years, somewhere in the North Pacific. Many have observed these

charismatic baleen whales from their own boats, from friends' boats, from cruise ships, and from

ferries and freighters. Moreover, commercial whale watching became an industry in Hawaii in the

late 1970s, and is now a burgeoning industry in Alaska (NOAA Fisheries). According to a recent

economic study sponsored by the Marine Sanctuaries Division, nearly 370,000 people experienced

the "Great Winged Whale" in Hawaii in 1999-and paid between US$11-16 million to do so (Utech

2000).

The coastal areas of the North Pacific are, of course, not the only hotbeds of whale watching

activity in the world. In Whale Watching 2000, Erich Hoyt announced that commercial whale

watching is now a US$1 billion industry worldwide. According to Hoyt, "[Ibis industry makes]

socioeconomic, educational, environmental, and scientific contributions... " to more than 492

communities around the globe. Nine million people in more than 87 countries went out on a boat

to see whales-mostly large whales- in 1999, said Hoyt. This statistic represents only those

individuals who participated in commercial whale watching excursions, and doesn't include people

who went out on their own boats to watch whales. Yet even this conservative estimate far

outnumbers the range of 300,000-500,000-the approximate number of large whales on the planet

today (Gerber et al. 2000).

Clearly, a large number of people are interacting with a relatively small number of whales. In

1983, the !WC first considered whale watching as a non-consumptive "use" of whales (Constantine

1998). Ten years later, the IWC officially recognized whale watching as a legitimate tourism industry

that involved the sustainable use of cetaceans (IFAW 1995). Finally, in 1994, the IWC fonned the

Sub-Committee on Whale Watching to create an international forum for discussing issues related to

the exploding industry (Kato 2000).

Many people view whale watching as a benign and sustainable "use" of whales that is more

desirable than harvesting whales for products (Tyack 1989). But others are increasingly concerned

about the impacts of whale watching activities on the whales themselves-many of whom are

classified as endangered or vulnerable by the World Conservation Union (Baillie and Groombridge

1996). As early as 1977, biologists, policymakers, and Hawaiian residents gathered to discuss the

state's growing whale watching industry at the Workshop on the Problems Related to Humpback Whales in

Hawaii (Norris and Reeves 1978). Likewise, in 1988, scientists and policymakers gathered in

Monterey, California, for the Workshop to Review and Evaluate Whale Watching Programs and Management
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Needs (Atkins and Swartz 1989). International audiences attended similar meetings, including the

1995 IFAW-sponsored Workshop on the Scientific Aspects ofManaging Whale Watching in Italy and the

1998 Whale Watching Research Workshop held at the World Marine Mammal Science Conference in

. Monaco (Malcolm and Duffus 1998). Finally, conferences that addressed whale watching recently

convened in locations as diverse as Latin America, New Zealand, and the Azores (Rossiter 1998).

Impacts ofVesselActiviry on Humpback Whales

Because humpbacks are a popular focus of whale watching activities worldwide, a few

scientists have tried to characterize the impacts of vessel activity on these animals. Some researchers

feel that localized concentrations of vessel traffic may lead humpbacks to alter their distribution

patterns (e.g., Herman 1979, Glockner-Ferrari and Ferrari 1985, Tyack 1989, Smultea 1994) and/or

their behavior (e.g., Jurasz and Jurasz 1978, Dean et al. 1985, Beach and Weinrich 1989).

Only a handful of studies have attempted to describe short-term impacts of vessels on

humpbacks in areas with seasonally high numbers of this species: the Hawaiian breeding grounds

(Bauer and Herman 1986, Salden 1988, Glockner-Ferrari and Ferrari 1990, Green and Green 1990,

Bauer et al. 1993); the Cape Cod, Massachusetts feeding grounds (Watkins 1986, Schilling et al

1989); the Hervey Bay, Queensland resting area for southward-migrating whales (Corkeron 1995,

Lalime-Bauer 2001).

Most of the above researchers provided qualitative descriptions of humpback whale

behavioral responses to boat activity. But Corkeron concluded that humpback mother-calf pairs in

Hervey Bay spent significantly more time submerged and traveling when whale watching vessels

were within 300 m. Likewise, Bauer et al. found in Hawaii that smaller pods containing calves were

more affected by boat activity than were larger pods without calves. Bauer and Herman concluded

that humpbacks attempting to avoid vessels surfaced without exhaling, and initiated dives without

raising their flukes, more frequently. Additionally, Green and Green reported that when boats

approached humpbacks in Hawaii within Yz mile, the whales spent less time at the surface, dove for

longer periods, altered their directions, and reduced their speed after boats departed.

In 1981 and 1982, Baker and Herman (1989) also conducted a systematic study in Southeast

Alaska to assess vessel impacts on humpbacks. Specifically, the research team attempted to quantify

behavioral responses of humpbacks to vessel traffic in Frederick Sound and the Glacier Bay/Icy

Strait region as part of a report to the National Park Service. This study was prompted by the

abrupt departure of humpbacks from Glacier Bay in the summer of 1978--a departure that was

coincident with an exponential increase in vessel traffic in the previous five years. Land-based
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research assistants observed whale behavior with and without experimental and opportunistic vessel

approaches. Baker and Hennan concluded that changes in whale behavior were significantly

correlated with vessel number, speed, size, and proximity. Additionally, the researchers found that

whales' respiratory behavior and orientation were the most sensitive indicators ofvessel disturbance.

Regulating BoatActivi!J Near Whales

Largely in response to Baker and Hennan's findings, the National Park Service implemented

specific restrictions on boat activity within Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve (GBNPP) in

1985 (50 FR 19886). These restrictions specify that boaters inside Park boundaries may not

approach humpbacks within % mile. The National Park Service passed this final rule even though

Baker and Herman's conclusions were based on small sample sizes, and many researchers argued

that a low food supply-not increased vessel pressure-------drove the humpbacks out of the Bay in

1978 (Bryant et al. 1981, Dean et al. 1985, Gabriele 2(01).

Subsequent to the implementation of GBNPP boat activity restrictions, several nations

adopted regulatory approaches to managing their own whale watching industries. The most

common regulations restrict the number of vessels close to whales and specify minimum approach

distances, as enacted in GBNPP (Carlson 1996). For example, the state of Queensland, Australia,

permits a maximum of three vessels within 300 m of a whale and allows boaters to approach whales

as close as 100m (Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage 1994).

Countries (and portions of individual countries) that have implemented whale watching

regulations have taken precautionary measures despite considerable scientific uncertainty. A dearth

of research involving boat impacts on large baleen whales persists, though numerous studies have

recently examined the impacts of boat activity on smaller toothed whales (e.g., Kruse 1991, Gordon

et al. 1992, Blane and Jaakson 1995, Samuels and Spradlin 1995, Janik and Thompson 1996,

Nowacek 1999, Bejder et al. 1999, Allen and Read 2000). Moreover, researchers face a formidable

challenge: impacts of vessel traffic on cetaceans are not only difficult to quantify, but they are also

apt to vary by type of vessel activity and by whale species, habitat, behavior, and/or age (Atkins and

Swartz 1989, Gerber et aI. 2000, Kato 2000).

Studies have so far provided policymakers with little quantitative information to design

effective strategies for minimizing impacts of vessel traffic on whales. Additional studies of how

various boat activities may disturb different cetaceans in different global regions is critically needed.

4
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Case Study: Juneau, Alaska

Background

Juneau, Alaska's capital city, is now experiencing multiple benefits from whale watching.

lbis community of 31 ,000 people in Southeast Alaska is also grappling with whether and how to

mitigate the negative impacts ofvessels on humpback whales.

As the state capital, Juneau is the center of tourism-and the hub of whale watching

activity-in the southeastern portion of Alaska. But the immediate Juneau area has never been a

summer home for many humpback whales, according to marine biologist Jan Straley (2000), who

has studied Southeast Alaska humpbacks for over two decades. Indeed, Juneau biologist, Charles

Jurasz (1978, 1979, 1981), conducted most of his humpback whale studies-including his

monitoring of boats around humpbacks-in Frederick Sound and Glacier Bay, more than one

hundred kilometers from Juneau. As the number of humpbacks in the Southeast Alaska feeding

aggregation has gradually increased to over 400 animals, the number of humpbacks near Juneau has

also risen, albeit slowly.

Straley believes the Juneau area didn't attract enough humpback whales to support a whale

watching industry until the early 1990s. At this time, the appearance of commercial whale watching

boats in Juneau coincided with an influx of humpbacks. Now over twenty boats (affiliated with at

least six companies offering daily whale watching charters) traverse the narrow waterways north of

Juneau in search of humpbacks each summer. These are the boats that interact with humpbacks

regular!J. Eco-tourism excursion vessels, charter and recreational sportfishing boats, Alaska State

Ferries, cruise ships, kayaks, and skiffs also operate continuously, and more sporadically, around the

same few whales (usually less than five on a given day in July or August 2000). Boating is a way of

life for Juneau residents and visitors; no roads lead in or out of this community.

Rising Concerns

Almost immediately after companies began to run whale watching charters near Juneau,

complaints started to trickle into the Protected Resources Division (pRD) ofJuneau's NOAA

Fisheries Alaska Region Office. Most who called or wrote the agency were concerned that increased

vessel traffic might harm the small group of humpbacks feeding near Juneau. Some individuals

emphasized that this handful of whales had yet to be formerly studied by scientists (Fadely 2000). In

response to these concerns and in an effort to control the activities of commercial boats arO\Uld

5
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humpbacks in Alaska, Juneau's NOAA Fisheries PRD published voluntary Alaska Man"ne Mammal

Viewing Gutdelines in 1996 (Appendix A).

However, PRD soon decided that they must do more to manage vessel traffic around

humpbacks in Alaskan waters. The agency faced what they felt was a lack of compliance with the

1996 viewing guidelines, despite PRD's efforts to educate boaters about them. The agency faced

scientific uncertainty about the humpbacks feeding near Juneau and about the possible impacts of

boats on these whales. The agency faced growing whale watching industries in other Alaskan

communities, such as Sitka, Petersburg, and Seward (Appendix B). And the agency faced mounting

complaints from Juneau and non-Juneau residents alike.

On June 26, 2000, NOAA Fisheries placed the following proposed rule "Out for Public

Comment" on the Federal Register (Appendices C and D):

NMFS [National Man"ne Fishen·es Service) proposes to prohibit the
approach within 200yards (182.8 m) ofa humpback whale, Megaptera
novaeangliae. in waters within 200 nauticalmiles (370.4 km) ofthe coast of
Alaska. Under these regulations, it would be unlaufulfor aperson suo/ect to
thejunsdiction ofthe United States to approach, by any means, within 200

yards (182.8 m) 0/a humpback whale. This action is necessary to minimize
disturbance to humpback whales in waters offAlaska. It is intended to
promote the conseroation and recovery 0/humpback whales (65 FR 39336).

NOAA Fisheries originally requested comments on the proposed rule through August 10,2000.

The agency later extended the official comment period until October 15, 2000, after the United

Fishermen ofAlaska urged that commercial fishermen would not be able to respond until the

conclusion of the busy summer fishing season (Brix 2000).

LegalMandates

The proposed humpback whale approach regulations ofJuneau's NOAA Fisheries PRD

were promulgated under the authority of both the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA) and the

Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972 (MMPA). The humpback whale is listed as endangered under

the ESA and the Central North Pacific humpback stock is listed as depleted under the MMPA. Both

the ESA and the MMPA give NOAA Fisheries jurisdiction over humpback whales (and other

endangered and depleted cetaceans in U.S. waters). Section 11 (f) of the ESA provides NOAA

Fisheries with rulemaking authority to enforce provisions of the Act. Likewise, Section 112(a) of the

MMPA provides NOAA Fisheries with broad authority to prescribe regulations necessary to carry
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out the goals of this statute. NOAA Fisheries' national Office of Protected Resources (PR),

specifically, provides national policy guidance on the conservation of endangered species and marine

mammals in U.S. waters.

Within the State of Alaska, PRD of the NOAA Fisheries Alaska Region Office in Juneau is

the counterpart to PR at the national level. As such, PRD is charged with developing management

and conservation programs for Alaska's marine mammals-including the North Pacific humpback

whale-and with drafting regional policy to protect and restore marine mammal populations in

Alaskan waters. Individual states may petition NOAA Fisheries for management authority over

marine mammals in state waters; however, the State of Alaska has not petitioned for the

responsibility of protecting and restoring humpback whales.

Both the ESA (Section 9) and the MMPA (Section 101) place a moratorium on "taking"

protected species such as the humpback. The term "take" is defined under the MMPA (16 U.S.c.

1361 et seq.) to mean "to harass, hunt, capture, or kill, or attempt to harass, hunt, capture, or kill any

marine mammal" (Section 3(13)). Furthermore, on March 20, 1991, NOAA Fisheries published a

final rule amending the regulatory definition of "take" under the MMPA (56 FR 11693). ''Take''

now also means "the negligent or intentional operation of an aircraft or vessel. ..which results in

disturbing or molesting a marine mammal" (Section 216.3). Under the ESA (16 U.S.c. 1531 et seq.),

"take" means to "harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect [an

endangered species], or to attempt to engage in any such conduct" (Section 3(18)). Additionally,

"harm" and "harass" are further interpreted under the ESA to mean actions that may interfere with

the breeding, feeding, or sheltering behavior of a listed species.

The MMPA also addresses "harassment" in more detail in both the original 1972 version of

the Act and in the 1994 amendments to the statute. As amended, theMMPA defines the term

"harassment" in Section 3(18)(A) to mean "any act of pursuit, torment, or annoyance which (i) has

the potential to injure a marine mammal or marine mammal stock in the wild [Level A Harassment];

or (it) has the potential to disturb a marine mammal or marine mammal stock in the wild by causing

disruption of behavioral patterns, including, but not limited to, migration, breathing, nursing,

breeding, feeding, or sheltering [Level B Harassment]."

In its "Background to Proposed Regulations" (65 FR 39336), NOAA Fisheries provided the

following rationale behind their proposal: "The rule is an appropriate mechanism to promote

conservation and recovery of humpback whales, and to enhance enforcement under the ESA....

Given that close approaches to humpback whales could harm, harass, injure or otherwise 'take' one

7
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or more of this endangered species, the proposed rule provides a safeguard against Section 9(a) [of

the ESA and Section 101(a) of the MMPA] violations."

NOAA Fisheries has not yet implemented any protective regulations for humpbacks in

Alaska, beyond the ESA and MMPA prohibitions on "taking" marine mammals (Brix 2000).

Approaches to humpback whales within 200 nautical miles of Hawaii may be no closer than 100

yards, per a regulation NOAA Fisheries implemented there in 1987 (50 FR 44912). Similarly,

approaches to endangered North Atlantic right whales may be no closer than 500 yards in U.S.

waters (62 FR 6729). These rules, as well as the restrictions imposed by the National Park Service in

Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve, are the only federal regulations to date that limit vessel

traffic around large whales in U.S. waters. NOAA Fisheries PR proposed national whale watching

regulations in 1992 in an effort to limit vessel traffic around cetaceans in all U.S. waters. But

tremendous opposition-mainly from the commercial whale watching industry--prevented this

proposal from becoming a final rule (Brix 2000).

Questions

One doesn't have to look farther t1uln two Alaskan newspapers, Juneau Empire and Fairbanks

DailY News-Miner, to get a sense of the variety of people and viewpoints involved with the issue of

regulating vessel traffic around whales in Alaska. The following are a few quotes excerpted from

recent newspaper articles that discussed boats and humpbacks in Alaska (Appendices C, D, & E):

"It's the only time of year the whales feed, so it's important not to disrupt them or the schooling fish

they prey upon. If they don't get all the chow they need in Alaska, they may not make it back next

year" (a NOAA Fisheries Alaska Region enforcement agen!). "If we keep crowding these guys [the

whales], there's a good chance they may move away from us here" (a commercial whale watching captain).

"Ifwe are forced to view whales from a minimum 200-yard distance, even the more understanding

of our customers will be significantly disappointed and it will result in serious damage to our

business" (a commercial whale watching compa'!)presiden!). "[The proposed rule is] an easily enforceable

but ultimately meaningless regulation" (the director and chiefscientistfor a national conservation NGO).

"The whale watching industry has pretty much already followed the voluntary guidelines; it's the

occasional deliberate approach we're trying to eliminate" (a NOAA Fisheries Alaska Region wildlife

biologis!).

The above comments clearly and succinctly reveal a range of opinions on NOAA Fisheries'

proposed regulations. They also raise more questions--questions without clear, succinct answers.

Just how many boats now directly interact with how few whales in Alaskan waters? Do most boaters

8
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comply with NOAA Fisheries' 1996 Alaska Manne Mammal Viewing Guidelines? Are boats harassing

humpbacks in Alaskan waters? Or more pointedly, does boat activity lead to a disruption ofwhale

behavioralpatterns? Are most Alaska residents for or against NOAA Fisheries' proposed rule?

Through this study, I seek to provide answers to these important questions.

Purpose

The purpose of my study was to begin to describe the humpbacks that feed and socialize

north ofJuneau, Alaska, to quantify the vessel activity near humpbacks in this region, as well as any

whale behavioral responses to this boat activity, and to assess whether Alaskans feel that federal

regulations are needed to govern boaters operating near humpbacks in Alaskan waters.

Objectives

Through this study, I sought: (1) to collect baseline behavioral, distribution, abundance, and

photo-identification data for the humpback whale assemblage that feeds and socializes north of

Juneau, Alaska, during the summer; (2) to describe vessel activity in the vicinity of humpbacks near

Juneau; (3) to assess boater compliance with NOAA Fisheries' Alaska Manne Mammal Viewing

Guidelines; (4) to detennine whether vessel activity leads humpbacks to significandy alter their

behavior in the short-tenn; (5) to assess human perceptions of both the current level of boat traffic

near humpbacks in Alaska and of NOAA Fisheries' proposed humpback whale approach

regulations; (6) to provide management recommendations to NOAA Fisheries, Alaska Region, who

is charged with promoting the conservation and recovery of humpback whales in the North Pacific.

9
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One ofthe mqjor clues to thefunction ofa behaviorpattern
is the rqythm ofits occumnce. To understand whales, one must

slow wqy down and be content to obseroepassivelY for a long time.
(Dr. Roger Payne, 1995)2

Methods

Stuc!YArea
Stephens Passage and Lynn Cana~ located southwest, west, and northwest ofJuneau, are

deep glacial fjords that comprise the northern extremity of Alaska's Inside Passage (Figure 1).

Throughout the summer, thousands of boats ply these channels that connect Juneau with numerous

islands, communities, and waterways. lbis heavy vessel traffic includes 2000-passenger cruise ships,

800-passenger Alaska State Ferries, commercial fishing boats, eco-tourism excursion vessels,

commercial whale watching vessels, charter sportfishing boats, and recreational cabin cruisers and

skiffs. Most boats that traverse Stephens Passage and Lynn Canal are heading toward, or departing

from, the ports ofJuneau and Auke Bay Harbor, which is located approximately twelve miles north

of the capital city.

The swift, productive waters of Stephens Passage and Lynn Canal also teem with wildlife.

Killer whales, Steller sea lions, bald eagles, harbor porpoises, Dall's porpoises, marbled murrelets,

harbor seals, and humpback whales find food in the swirling currents, tide rips, and nutrient

upwellings that characterize this habitat. Although humpbacks are sighted in these waterways year

round (e.g., McGregor 2000), most humpbacks congregate in northern Stephen Passage and

southern Lynn Canal between May and October. Humpbacks feed mosdy on Pacific herring (Cbtpea

harenguspaIIaSl), but also opportunistically engulf sand lance (Ammoc!Ytes hexapterus), capelin (Mallotus

villosus), and euphausiids (primarily Euphausia pacifica and Tl?Jsanoessa spp.) in this region (Bryant et al.

1981, Krieger and Wing 1984, Krieger and Wing 1986, Dolphin 1987, Straley 1990, Straley 1994).

Single whales usually feed alone in these waters, but boaters occasionally observe the cooperative

feeding of five or more whales in a single pod.

I conducted all of my fieldwork in waters stretching almost 45 km from Young Bay in

northern Stephens Passage to Benjamin Island in Lynn Canal. Specifically, I concentrated most of

my research effort near Lincoln Island and Shelter Island, which divides Stephens Passage at its

northern terminus into Favorite and Saginaw Channels. I accessed the study area from Auke Bay

Harbor, which opens into Stephens Passage and sits direcdy east of Admiralty Island's Mansfield

Peninsula.
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Pilot Stucfy

I conducted a pilot study from 29 June 2000 to 5 July 2000, to develop protocols for

recording vessel activity and for sampling humpback whale behavior. I modified these

methodologies several times during the pilot study; consequendy, I didn't include data from the pilot

study in my analyses.

Formal Stucfy

I conducted the formal study under Scientific Research Permit No. 895-1450-01 from

6 July 2000 to25 August 2000. I made all observations of humpback whales and vessel activity

from one of three vessels (lm Bqy/iner Capri with a 2-cycle 115 hp inboard-outdrive Force L-Drive

engine; 8m Bayliner Squaw with a 350 hp inboard Che'!Y engine; 6 m Lund skiffwith a 60 hp Johnson

outboard motor). Land-based observations were not possible because whale pods were often far

from shore, pods constandy moved, and there was not an elevated location on landto serve as an

ideal vantage point. To minimize the research platform's impact on focal pods, I drifted with my

engine in neutral and maintained a distance of at least 400 m between the research vessel and the

whales whenever possible. I only approached focal pods to within 50 m when attempting to take

£luke identification photographs at the conclusion of collecting behavioral samples.

I determined where I would attempt to conduct whale behavioral samples each day after

discussing recent whale sightings with charter boat operators, pilots, fishermen, and whale watchers.

When no whale sightings were reported on a particular moming, I began a search where the

previous day's behavioral sample had ended or where whales had been previously observed. If I

discovered a pod while en route to a reported whale sighting or to the previous day's research

location, I usually stayed with this pod. When I realized how challenging it was to observe a pod

without whale watching vessels present, however, I began to start each research day with a search for

a pod that wasn't being followed by whale watching boats.

DOC1lmentation ofHumpback Whale Assemblage Characteristics

I made an effort to identify and estimate the sizes of all encountered humpback whales.

.Ultimately, such infonnation-in addition to behavioral, distribution, and abundance data-wi11 lead

to a more complete picture of the humpback whale assemblage that feeds in northern Stephens

Passage and southern Lynn Canal throughout the summer.

I defined a whale "pod" as one or more individuals within several body lengths of one

another who exhibited synchronous surfacings and common behavior (e.g., feeding, traveling, etc.). .

12
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I gave each pod an identification number consisting of the date of observation and a letter

corresponding to the first, second, or third pod observed for that particular date ("Pod 817B," for

example, corresponded to the second pod I observed on August 17th
). If the pod comprised more

than one whale, I also assigned individual pod members a "1," "2," "3," etc. Additionally, I

sketched the flukes, dorsal fin, and any distinct markings (scarring, wounds, etc.) of individual

whales.

I also identified individual humpbacks by taking photographs of the natural markings on the

ventral surfaces of their flukes (Katona et al. 1979). To obtain such pictures, I slowly and cautiously

approached whales from behind, at a steady speed of 1-3 knots and beginning at a distance close to

400 m. I took all photographs when the research vessel was positioned approximately 50 m direcdy

behind the whale and used a 35 rom Canon &be12000 SLR camera, equipped with a motordrive,

100-300 lens, and 100 ASA slide film. If I wasn't able to obtain a fluke photo, I instead took a

dorsal fin photograph, if possible. I was careful to record film roll number, frame number, date, pod

identification number, and location for each photo taken, and I only made an approach to a whale

for photography purposes when additional whale watching vessels were not present.

Humpback Whale Behavioral Sampling

I observed individual humpback whale focal pods in approximately 90-minute blocks. I

recorded the following information at the beginning and end of each observation block: date, time

(in hours and minutes), pod's position (as determined with a differential hand-held Carmin CPS 12),

sea state (Beaufort Wind Scale rating), weather, percent glare, and tidal state.

I used continuous and point behavioral sampling techniques to assess the behavior of all

animals in each pod (Altmann 1974, Mann 1999). I recorded the following behavior of all animals in

each pod: respiratory activity (dive duration in minutes and seconds, surface interval in minutes and

seconds, number of blows per surfacing, blow interval in seconds, and whether > 2 whales were

respiring synchronously); submergence type (slip under, peduncle arch, fluke-down dive, or fluke-up

dive as described in Appendix F); frequency of "no blow rises" (whale lifts blowholes out of the

water but doesn't exhale). I considered 60 seconds to be the breakpoint between a blow interval and

an extended dive, with a "dive" representing a submergence > 60 seconds in duration (Chu 1988,

Oolphin 1988). Additionally, I recorded surface behaviors (such as pectoral fin slaps, peduncle

throws, and breaches as described in Appendix F) on an ad libitum basis. If surface displays were of

appreciable duration, I noted the behavior type and total duration; otherwise, I described surface

behaviors as event frequencies.
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Each time a whale pod surfaced, I recorded the following parameters to build a

comprehensive picture of the whales' time budgets: whales' behavioral states ("resting," "milling,"

"traveling," "feeding," or "surface active," as outlined in Appendix G); whether the pod had traveled

more than 300 m since the previous submergence (thus, whether pod "traveled" or "stalled" when

submerged); whether the pod noticeably changed direction since the previous submergence (thus,

whether pod was "on track" or "off track"). I recorded all behavioral data on a cassette recorder

and later transcribed this information against time.

Assessment ofVesselActivi!'y

Throughout each behavioral sample, I observed vessel activity in the vicinity of the focal

pod. I recorded all "non-whale watching vessels" within 800 m of the pod, and attempted to

describe-with pre-determined descriptive codes (Appendix H)-the types of boats operating near

the focal pod. "Non-whale watching vessels" consisted of boats transiting or sportfishing boats

trolling (idling or drifting with engine off) near a focal pod. If a boat first categorized as a "non

whale watching vessel" began to follow a humpback whale pod, I then considered it to be a "whale

watching vessel" at that point in time. I also removed such a vessel from my list of non-whale

watching vessels for a particular sample, so as not to count the boat twice.

I considered "whale watching vessels" to be those boats that followed a focal pod for at least

10 minutes. These were not necessarily commercial whale watching vessels, and I began to time a

boat's length of stay with a focal pod when the vessel was 400 m from the whale(s). I recorded the

following information for each vessel that actively watched a focal pod throughout a behavioral

sample: type of vessel (approximate length, engine type, and whether a "commercial" or

"recreational" boat, as described in Appendix H); time (in hours and minutes) and manner in which

boat approached and departed a focal pod (driving speed, orientation to the pod and to other whale

watching boats, etc., as outlined in Appendix H). Each time a pod surfaced, I noted the activities of

all whale watching boats (driving speed, position relative to the pod, etc.), and I recorded the

distance between the closest whale watching vessel and the pod. I estimated this distance, or I

'Calculated it using a laser rangefinder, a protractor, and the Law of Cosines (Appendix H).
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Assessment 0/Human Perceptions

I analyzed 42 letters submitted between 26 June 2000 and 15 October 2000 to the Alaska

Regional NOAA Fisheries Office in Juneau. These letters were sent to NOAA Fisheries from

across the country in response to the agency placing its proposed humpback whale approach

regulations on the Federal Register, and thereby "Out for Public Comment" (65 FR 39336).

Data AnalYsis: Humpback Whale Assemblage Characteristics

I overlaid the GPS locations of all focal pods on an Alaska Department of Natural

Resources GIS coverage of the study area with ArcInfo/ArcView software (Figure 1). I also

compiled brief sighting histories to accompany fluke identification photos of each focal whale, and

these histories include the following information: dates and locations whale was observed, other

individuals with the whale during specific behavioral samples, and additional notes (Appendix I).

Furthermore, I compared all fluke identification photographs with those in Straley and

Gabriele's Humpback Whales 0/Southeastern Alaska: A CatakJg 0/Photographs (1998). The whales listed

in this catalog were sighted in Southeast Alaskan waters outside my study area (primarily in Glacier

Bay/ley Strait, Sitka Sound, Frederick Sound, and Seymour Canal), but humpbacks feed in different

regions of Southeast Alaska during the summer and fall. I confirmed that a whale I photographed

north ofJuneau had been sighted previously in another area when the flukes in one of my photos

possessed the same coloration pattern, trailing edge, and additional distinctive markings as a

cataloged photo. Jan Straley (2000) provided sighting histories of those whales I observed in the

field and found in the Southeast Alaska catalog, and I included this additional information in my

own sighting histories of each focal whale (Appendix I).

I plan to also compare my fluke-ID photos with von Ziegesar's photographic collection of

humpbacks from Prince William Sound, Alaska (1992), in the near future. Additionally, I will

submit my photographs of humpbacks observed near Juneau to the National Marine Mammal

Laboratory in Seattle, Washington, as this ageney maintains a database of all humpbacks sighted in

the North Pacific.

Data AnalYsis: Humpback Whale Behavior

I divided all behavioral sample data into "no whale watching vessel samples" (n=11) and

"whale watching vessel samples" (n=16), depending on whether or not at least one whale watching

boat was present with a focal pod during the sample. I next calculated the following for the focal

pods constituting the no whale watching vessel samples and for the focal pods constituting the

15
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whale watching vessel samples: (1) mean surface intervals, dive durations, numbers of blows per

surfacing, and blow intervals; (2) mean proportion of time whale submergences were characterized

by slip unders, peduncle arches, fluke-up dives, or fluke-down dives; (3) mean proportion of time

whales spent traveling, milling, resting, surface active, or feeding (Appendices K and M).

Using the Shapiro-Wilk Test for Nonnality, I detennined that the above behavioral data was

not nonnally distributed; thus, I analyzed this data with non-parametric statistical tests. Specifically,

I used Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests to detennine whether the above mean values were significantly

different between the two conditions, whale watching vessels present or absent. I also used multiple

Two-Sample F-Tests for Variances to detennine whether the variances in the above mean values

significantly differed between the two "treatments" (Martin and Bateson 1993).

To compare whale behavioral frequencies between the two sampling conditions, I calculated

the number of times per hour focal whales with or without whale watching boats exhibited certain

behaviors (such as pectoral fin slaps, peduncle throws, etc.). The frequencies with which whales

engaged in surface behavior per hourwere too low to compare statistically. Therefore, I also

calculated the mean number of times whales with or without whale watching vessels showed certain

behaviors (counting only those behaviors exhibited by whales sampled for at least 90 minutes). I

then used Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests to detennine whether whales exhibited certain surface

behaviors more often on average when with or without whale watching boats.

Finally, I compared behavioral data for two individual whales I observed multiple times with

and without whale watching vessels (Appendix N). For these two focal whales, I divided the

behavioral data mentioned above into no whale watching vessel samples and whale watching vessel

samples, and calculated mean values for this infonnation. I then perfonned Wilcoxon Rank Sum

Tests and F-Tests to determine whether either of these two whales exhibited significantly different

behavior between the two sampling conditions.

I used JMP IN Version 3.2.6 software to perfonn all statistical analyses.
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Data AnalYsis: Vessel Activi!y

Non-Whale Watching Vessels

I calculated the following for the entire study area and for each of the three key regions

southwest Shelter Island, North Pass, and Young Bay-where I observed humpbacks most often:

(1) total numbers of transiting and trolling vessels; (2) mean numbers of transiting and trolling

vessels per sample; (3) mean numbers of transiting and trolling vessels per minute (Appendix 0).

Whale Watching Vessels

I calculated the following for the entire study area, as well as for each of the three key

regions identified above: (1) total number of whale watching vessels; (2) mean number of whale

watching vessels per sample; (3) mean length of stay for whale watching vessels (Appendix 0). I

then determined how long individual focal pods were followed by one, two, three, four and five

whale watching boats at a time (Appendix L).

Boater Compliance

I determined the extent to which whale watchers complied with NOAA Fisheries' Alaska

Manne Mammal Viewing Guidelines (Appendix A) by calculating the following for the entire study area,

as well as for each of the three key regions identified above: (1) the number of times boaters

approached a focal pod within 200 yards or within 100 yards; (2) the number of boaters who

followed a focal pod for over % hour; (3) the number of times, and under what circumstances,

boaters effectively encircled a pod or trapped it against shore; (4) the number of times boaters didn't

approach a focal pod from the rear (Appendix 0).

Data AnalYsis: Human Perceptions

In my review of the comment letters submitted to NOAA Fisheries, I first detennined how

many letters were in favor of the proposed regulations, and how may were against them. I next

determined what proportion of those letters for or against the agency's proposal were from:

(1) Alaska residents; (2) whale watching industry members; (3) other tour operators; (4) non-profit

organizations; (5) the federal government; (6) the scientific research community; (J) commercial

fishing organizations; (8) private persons. I further characterized the perceptions highlighted in the

letters by recording the multiple reasons wiry writers said they held a particular opinion. Finally, I

also recorded suggestions writers proposed to NOAA Fisheries in addition to their individual petitions

for or against the proposed rule.
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The story ofthe whale is so remarkable, that were
there not so ma'!Y witnesses, I would not venture

to tell it lest I be accused ofexaggeration.
(J.D.B. Stillman, aboard the ship PlYmouth, 1850)3

Results

Humpback Whale Assemblage Characteristics

From 6 July 2000 to 25 August 2000, I completed 27 focal follows of distinct humpback

whale pods for 39.6 observation hours. Focal follow "samples" ranged from 16-160 minutes in

length, and were 88 minutes long on average. Most focal pods were single animals (n=22), but two

focal pods comprised two whales, two focal pods comprised three whales, and one focal pod

comprised twelve whales. I followed five individuals on mUltiple occasions, as I usually observed no

more than three to four whales each day in the study area. Two of these five individuals were

present in the study area during most ofJuly and August, and I followed the other three whales in

August only.

I sighted only eighteen individual humpbacks-all adult animals-throughout the entire

study season, and obtained useable fluke and dorsal fin identification photographs for nine of these

animals (Appendix I). According to Humpback Whales ofSoutheastern Alaska:A Catalog ofPhotographs

(Straley and Gabriele 1998), five of the nine whales I photographed were previously sighted in

Southeast Alaska (in Frederick Sound, Sitka Sound, and the Gbcier Bay/ley Strait region). By my

estimation, therefore, four of the animals I sighted are new to the database of Southeast Alaskan

humpbacks.

I followed focal pods in three geographic regions within Stephens Passage and Lynn Canal:

southwest Shelter Isbnd, North Pass, and Young Bay (Figure 1).

Humpback Whale Behavior

Of the 39.6 total hours that I conducted focal follows, I spent 16.2 hours (972 min.)

observing whales without whale watching vessels present during any portion of 11 observation

periods. Likewise, I spent 23.4 hours (1404 min.) observing whales with whale watching vessels

present at some point during each of 16 observation periods.
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Mean Respiratory Activi(y

Focal whales exhibited similar breathing patterns, whether or not whale watching vessels

were present (fable 1). Mean surface interval, mean dive duration, mean number of blows per

surfacing, and mean blow interval for whales with whale watching vessels were not significantly

different than those for whales without whale watching vessels (Z=0.6153, p=0.5384; Z= -0.1390,

p=0.8895; Z=0.5702, p=0.5685; Z= -0.7674, p=0.4428, respectively).

Table I. Mean respiratory activity for whales with and without whale watching vessels.
Data presented below are mean values and standard deviations.

Respiratory Parameter Whales without Whales with
Whale Watching Vessels Whale Watching Vessels

Mean Surface Interval 1.11 ± 0.37 min. 1.09 + 0.62 min.
n=14 n=17

Mean Dive Duration 5.42 + 1.29 min. 5.84 + 2.03 min.
n=14 n=17

Mean #Blows/Surfacing 4.49 + 1.03 blows 4.13 + 1.82 blows
n=13 n=16

Mean Blow Interval 19.31 + 4.92 sec. 21.11 + 5.06 sec.
n=13 n=16

However, whales with whale watching vessels showed significantly greater variance in their

average surface intervals and in their average numbers of blows per surfacing than did whales

without whale watching vessels (F=2.8724, p=0.0306; F=3.14, p=0.0260). When whale watching

vessels were present, individual whales were more variable in the amount of time they spent at the

surface; sometimes they surfaced for an appreciable amount of time and sometimes they spent little

time at the surface between consecutive dives (Figure 2). Similarly, individual whales varied their

numbers of blows per surfacing significantly more when whale watching vessels were present; they

frequently oscillated between blowing several times to blowing only once or twice per surfacing

(Figure 3). Individual whales without whale watching vessels were more consistent in the amounts of

time they spent at the surface and in the numbers of times they exhaled during a surfacing.
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Figure 2. Mean surface intervals for whales with and without whale watching vessels.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation above and below means.
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Figure 3. Mean numbers of blows per surfacing for whales with and without whale
watching vessels. Error bars indicate one standard deviation above and below means.
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Proportion ofSubmergence Tjpes

Whales without whale watching vessels initiated submergences by diving (exhibiting a

peduncle arch, fluke-up dive, or fluke-down dive) approximately 75% of the time, and by slipping

under 25% of the time. Similarly, whales with whale watching boats dove close to 70% of the time,

and slipped under 30% of the time. However, whales with whale watching boats did not slip under

significandy more often (Z= -0.5395, p=0.5895).

Average Time Budget

Whales devoted the same proportion of time to resting (-1%), feeding (-9%), and milling

(-38%) whether or not whale watching vessels were present (Figure 4). Whales without whale

watching vessels spent relatively more time traveling on average than did whales with whale

watching boats, but this difference was not significant (Z=1.2533, p=0.2101). Additionally, whales

without whale watching vessels spent virtually no time engaging in surface-active behaviors (-0%),

as compared to whales with whale watching boats who were surface active 12% of the time.

Whales with whale watching boats were not surface active significandy more than whales

without boats (Z= -0.9197, p=0.3577), but they did show significandy more variance in the average

proportion of time they were surface active (F=284.5993, p=6.84 x 10.14). In other words, individual

whales with whale watching vessels either spent a lot of time active at the surface, or spent almost

no time engaging in surface activity. It's not surprising, however, that whales with whale watching

vessels exhibited significandy more variance in the amount of time they were surface active.

Because whales without whale watching vessels almost never engaged in surface-active behavior,

they did not, by definition, show much variance in the percentage of time they devoted to surface

activity.
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9% Feeding
Surface Active

1%
Resting

Average Time Budget for Whales with

Whale Watching Vessels (n=17)

Surface 0% 9% Feeding
Active

Average Time Budget for Whales without

Whale Watching Vessels (n=14)

Figure 4. Average time budgets for whales with and without whale watching

vessels.
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Behavioral Frequencies

As mentioned above, whales without whale watching vessels were rarely surface active.

Table II provides a comparison of the frequencies with which I observed whales with and without

whale watching boats perfonn different surface-active behaviors. Both the total numbers of

times-and the numbers of times per hour:- I observed whales with and without boats exhibit

certain behaviors are given below.

I observed whales with whale watching boats exhibit a relatively high number of certain

surface behaviors, such as tail swishes and no blow rises. Most of these surface behaviors were

demonstrated by three individuals ("Spartacus," "Spot," and "Slash") throughout two samples and

while I observed an active pod of twelve individuals for a single sample.

Thus, whales with whale watching boats did not exhibit significantly more tail swishes, tail

cartwheels, tail slaps, pectoral fin slaps, no blow rises, and trumpet blows on average (per 90-minute

samples) than did whales without following boats (Z= -0.4030, p=0.6869; Z= -1.8875, p=0.2345;

Z= -1.4975, p=0.1343; Z= -0.7711, p=0.4407; Z= -0.6232, p=0.5332; Z= -0.2921, p=O.7702,

respectively) .

Table II. Surface-active behavior exhibited by whales with and without whale watching
vessels. Both behavioral frequenry (number of times whales showed a particular behavior per
hour) and numberof times we witnessed the behavior are given.

Whales without Whales with
Whale Watching Vessels Whale Watching Vessels

(16.2 observation hours, n=14) (23.4 observation hours, n=17)
Behavior Frequency Total Number Frequency Total Number
fuU breach 0 0 O.13/hr. 3
ha/fbreach 0 0 0.04/hr. 1

peduncle throw 0.06/hr. 1 O.04/hr. 1
head lunJ!.e 0.12/hr. 2 0.04/hr. 1
lunJ!.e feed 0 0 O.13/hr. 3

feedinJ!. caD 0 0 0.04/hr. 1
tail swish 0.12/hr. 2 2.53/hr. 59

tail cartwheel 0 0 0.51/hr. 12
tail slap 0 0 O.30/hr. 7

pectoral fin slap 0.06/hr. 1 O.69/hr. 16
no blow rise 0.12/hr. 2 O.86/hr. 20
trumpet blow O.18/hr. 3 O.34/hr. 8
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Behavior ofIndividuals with and without Whale Watching Vessels

I followed five individuals-including "Scar" and "Sharkfin"---on multiple occasions. Scar

was with whale watching vessels in four samples, and without whale watching vessels in five

samples. Likewise, Sharkfin was with whale watching vessels in two samples, and without whale

watching boats in three samples (Appendix N).

Scar's Behavior

Scar exhibited almost identical surface intervals, dive durations, numbers of blows per

surfacing, and blow intervals, whether or not whale watching vessels were present (Table III). Scar

dove for 1.5 minutes longer when with whale watching boats than without boats, but this difference

was not significant (Z= -0.1235, p=0.9017). However, a power analysis revealed that the power of

this test was only 0.27 (Statistics UCLA 2001). Thus, there's a 73% chance that I failed to reject the

null hypothesis (of no difference) when it was actually false (Type II error).

I observed Scar only milling or traveling (and not feeding, resting, or surface active)

throughout all nine behavioral samples. Scar spent close to an average of 40% of his or her time

milling and close to an average of 60% of his or her time traveling, whether or not whale watching

vessels were present (Figure 5).

Sharkfins Behavior

Sharkfin's mean surface intervals, mean dive durations, mean numbers of blows per

surfacing, and mean blow intervals were very similar in both conditions (Table IV). Sharkfin

devoted less time to traveling and more time to milling when with whale watching vessels. This

whale also spent approximately 5% of his or her time resting-a behavioral state I rarely observed

for any whale-when not with whale watching boats, but didn't rest when with whale watching

vessels (Figure 6). The amounts of time Sharkfin devoted on average to traveling, milling, and

resting were not significandy different between the conditions, however (Z=0.2887, p=0.7728;

Z=0.2887, p=0.7728; Z= -0.4083, p=0.6831, respectively). Additionally, a power analysis revealed

that the power of these tests were 0.05, 0.05, and 0.07, respectively (Statistics UCLA 2(01). Again,

then, it's higWy probable that I also committed a Type II error in this case.
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Table III. SCAR's mean respiratory activity with and without whale watching

vessels. Data presented below are mean values and standard deviations.

Respiratory Parameter

Surface Interval
Dive Duration
# Blows/Surfacing
Blow Interval

39"10

Milling

(n=5)
No W W Vessels

0.97 ± 0.10 min.

4.92 + 0.31 min.

5.25 ± 0.64 blows
14.27 + 2.15 sec.

(n=4)
WW: Vessels

1.13 + 0.41 min.

6.31 + 1.29 min.

5.58 + 1.84 blows
15.41 + 2.16 sec.

Traveling

61%

Scar's Average Time Budget with Whale Watching Vessels
n=4

Milling

Traveling

63%

Scar's Average Time Budget without Whale Watching Vessels
n=5

Figure 5. Scar's average time budgets with and without whale watching vessels.
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Table IV. SHARKFIN's mean respiratory activity with and without whale

watching vessels. Data presented below are mean values and standard deviations.

Respiratory Parameter

Surface Interval
Dive Duration

# Blows/Surfacing
Blow Interval

63%

Milling

(n=3)
No w: w: Vessels

1.52 ± 0.49 min.
4.54 + 0.84 min.

4.59 + 0.82 blows

24.69 + 3.19 sec.

(n=2)
w: w: Vessels

1.54 + 0.19 min.

4.46 + 0.02 min.

4.92 + 1.11 blows

23.26 + 3.53 sec.

Sharkfin's Average Time Budget with Whale Watching Vessels
n=2

47%
Milling

Traveling

48%

Sharkfin's Average Time Budget without Whale Watching Vessels
n=3

Figure 6. Sharkfm's average time budgets with and without whale watching vessels.
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VesselActivity

Non-Whale Watching Vessels

1broughout the entire study season, almost 350 transiting vessels and almost 300 trolling

vessels operated close to the humpback whales that I followed. Additionally, I observed a mean of

0.16 transiting vessels per minute and an average of 0.12 trolling vessels per minute near focal pods.

Because the focal whales utilized three fairly distinct geographic regions (southwest Shelter

Island, North Pass, and Young Bay), I also considered non-whale watching vessel traffic for each of

these areas separately. Mean numbers of transiting vessels per sample and mean numbers of transiting

vessels per minute were substantially higher near southwest Shelter Island than in North Pass or

Young Bay. Likewise, I observed the highest mean numbers of trolling vessels per sample and per

minute in North Pass.

Hundreds of transiting and trolling vessels flooded into Stephens Passage for the Golden

North Salmon Derby when I conducted four behavioral samples (three near southwest Shelter Island

and one near North Pass) on August 18th
, 19th

, and 20th
• Because there were extremely high

numbers of recreational boats in the study area during the derby, I tabulated non-whale watching

vessel data with and without values recorded during this event (fable V).

The vast majority of transiting and trolling vessels I observed during the field season were

recreational boaters and charter sportsfishing vessels, followed by commercial fishing vessels. Most

of these transiting and trolling vessels were longer than 7 m and were equipped with an

inboard/outboard engine and an additional trolling [outboard] motor.
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Table V. A comparison of non-whale watching vessel traffic (transiting and trolling vessels) in
three regions north ofJuneau, Alaska: Southwest Shelter Island, North Pass, and Young Bay.

Total # Mean # Mean # Total # Mean # Mean #
Location Transiting Transiting Transiting Tro1ling Trolling Trolling

Vessels Vessels Vessels Vessels Vessels Vessels
Per Sample PerMinute Per Sample PerMinute

SWShelter
Island 244 17.42/sa O.22/min. 141 10.07/sa O.U/min.

0=14/-11 [**106] [**9.64/sal [**0.15/ min.] [**41] r**3.73/sa] [**O.04/min.]
North Pass

86 9.56/sa O.l1/min. 149 16.56/sa O.18/min.

0=9/*"'8 [**59] [**7.38/sa] [**O.ll9/min.] [**62] [**7.75/sa] [**O.10/min.]
Young Bay

18 4.5/sa O.04/min. 6 1.5/sa O.OI/min.
0=4

Total
Values 348 12.89/sa O.16/min. 296 10.96/sa O.12/min.

Across All
Locations [**183] [**7.96/sa] [**O.11/mio.] [**109] [**4.74/sa] [**O.06/mio.]

D=27/**23

Ranges
Across All 0-54/sa O-O.60/min. 0-87/sa o-O.85/min.
Locations

[**O-23/sa] [**O-O.40/mio.) [**0-22/sa] ["0-0.24]
D=27/**23

** =Values wtthout consldenng samples conducted dunng Goldm North Soinum Dtri?J.

Whale Watching Vessels

Throughout the entire study season, I monitored the activities of 67 whale watching vessels

that stayed for 11-59 minutes-and an average of approximately 24 minutes-with humpbacks. For

thirteen of the sixteen "whale watching vessel samples," focal whales were with at least one whale

watching boat for most of the sample. In addition, I observed a range of 1-13 whale watching

vessels per focal follow, and a mean number of just over four whale watching boats per sample.

Usually one or two whale watching boats were with a focal animal at one time, but three or more

whale watching boats were present at once in five of the sixteen whale watching vessel samples

(Appendix L).

I observed only three whale watching vessels during one sample in Young Bay, but almost

equal numbers ofwhale watching boats near southwest Shelter Island (n=8) and North Pass (n=7).
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Whale watching boats tended to stay an average of ten minutes longer in North Pass, as compared

to southwest Shelter Island, and I recorded an average of almost five whale watching vessels per

sample in North Pass and an average of almost four whale watching vessels per sample near

southwest Shelter Island (Table VI).

Approximately two-thirds of the whale watching vessels were commercial tour operators and

one-third were recreational boaters. Most of the commercial whale watching boats were equipped

with jet engines, but several were powered by inboard/outboard engines, and at least one utilized

two outboard motors. The majority of the recreational whale watching boats were approximately

7 m in length on average and were powered by inboard/outboard engines.

Table VI. A comparison of whale watching vessel traffic in three regions north ofJuneau, Alaska:
Southwest Shelter Island, North Pass, and Young Bay.

Location Total # WW: Mean # w: w: Vessels Mean Length ofStay
Vessels PerSampJe with Whales

SW Shelter Island
30 3.75 vessels/sample 18 min.

n=8

North Pass
34 4.86 vessels/sample 28 min.

n=7

Young Bay
3 3 vessels/sample 34 min.

n=1

Total Values Across
All Locations 67 4.19 vessels/sample 24 min.

n=16

Ranges Across All
Locations 1-13 vessels/sample 11-59 min.

n=16

..
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Boater Compliance

I found that whale watching vessel operators usually complied with NOAA Fisheries' Alaska

Man"ne Mammal Viewing Guidelines (Table VII), In fact, I would characterize boater compliance with

the agency's "Code of Conduct" to be satisfactory. Few boaters approached humpbacks within 200

yards, and only twice did boaters approach whales within 100 yards. Moreover, out of the countless

times I watched 67 whale watching boats jockey for position around moving humpbacks, I observed

boaters approach focal pods head-on only eight times.

Almost 30% of all whale watching vessels (20 boats) stayed with focal pods for more than Yz

hour. Whale-watching boaters effectively encircled focal pods and/or trapped them against the

shore when tluee or more boats were with whales at one time (a situation I observed in five

samples).

Table VII. Summary of the number of times whale-watching boaters violated NOAA Fisheries'
1996 Alaska Man'ne Mammal Viewing Guidelines while operating near humpbacks north ofJuneau,
Alaska.

NOAA Fisheries' 1996 Alaska Marine Mammal Number of
Viewing Guidelines Violations

2 times: Boats approached
Remain at least 100yards from marine mammals. within 100 yards

12 times: Boats approached
within 200 yards

Time spent observingindividual(s) should be liInited to % hour. 20 boats: stayed> 30 min.
(-30% of all W.w. boats)

Whales shouldnot be encircled or trapped between boats, or every time ~3 boats with
boats and shore. a pod (5 of 5 times): pod

essentially "trapped"
Ifapproached by a whale, put the engine in neutral and allow 8 boat approaches: not

the whale to pass. Boat movement should be from the rear from the rear of pod (boat

ofa whale. approached pod head-on)

Human Perceptions

NOAA Fisheries received a record-breaking number ofletters of comment on their

'proposed regional policy (Brix 2000).. More than twice as many people who commented on the

proposed humpback whale approach regulations were against (n=29), rather than for (n=13) the

rule. Specifically, almost tluee-fourths of those against the proposed rule were Alaskans (or people

who operate their business or organization out of Alaska), and over half of those in favor of the
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reguhtions were not Alaskans. Most respondents who opposed the proposed rule were members of

a whale watching industry (not necessarily the Alaskan whale watching industry) or were affiliated

with the commercial fishing industry. In contrast, the majority of respondents in favor of the

proposed regulations were affiliated with a non-profit organization. Interestingly, respondents from

the research community and from the federal government were equally divided in their support for

or opposition to the proposed rule (Table VIII).

Those who submitted letters to the Ahska Regional NOAA Fisheries Office provided

numerous, varied, and sometimes colorful comments on the issue of regulating boat activity around

humpbacks in Ahskan waters. Most of the respondents who opposed the proposal described the

rule as "arbitrary," and not based on scientific evidence of whale disturbance or boater non

compliance with NOAA Fisheries' Alaska Manne Mammal Viewing Guidelines. Most of the

respondents in favor of the regulations, however, felt that the rule was warranted because an

increasing number of boats now operate near a rehtively stnall number of endangered humpbacks in

Alaskan waters.

Finally, whether respondents were for or against the proposed rule, many provided similar

additional suggestions to NOAA Fisheries. In particular, several respondents emphasized the need

for vessel speed limits (implemented through guidelines or regulations) in regions where whales are

predictably found. Likewise, many who wrote to NOAA Fisheries stressed that the agency should

increase its efforts to educate both the public and Alaska's commercial whale watching industry

about operating vessels as safely as possible around protected humpbacks.

Table VIII. The general affiliations and opinions of the respondents who wrote to NOAA
Fisheries during the public comment period for the agency's proposed whale approach rule.

Respondents Respondents
RespondentAfliliation FOR the Proposed Rule AGAINSTthe ProposedRule

n=13 n=29

Alaskan 6 (46%) 21 (72%)
Private Person 2 4

Whale Watchinj! Industry 2 11
Other Tour Operation 1 3
Federal Government 2 2
Research Communitv 2 2

Commercial Fishermen 0 5
Non-Profit OrJ!anization 4 2
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Are there too marry boats? Can there be too much ifagood thing?
What are the cumulative environmental, educational, and aesthetic

impacts ifvessels on whales? And what can be done to
control the situation ifcircumstances warrant action?

(peter Borrelli, Center for Coastal Studies, 1999/

Discussion

I observed surprisingly few humpback whales near Juneau, Alaska, during the peak of

Summer 2000. I sighted eighteen different humpbacks in upper Stephens Passage and lower Lynn

Canal throughout July and August 2000--and I observed twelve of these whales as a single large

pod, once.

I planned to record the behavior of adult, juvenile, and mother-calf pods, but I observed

only adult humpbacks in the study area. SeveralJuneau residents and local whale watching captains

had reported sightings of multiple mother-calf pods near Shelter Island in previous summers (~.g.,

Warr 2000, Dupler 2000), but none were sighted in this region during my field season. In fact,

whale watching vessel operators became used to seeing the same adult whales in waters near Juneau

on a daily basis in July-August 2000. As mentioned earlier, I usually encountered a maximum of

2-4 humpbacks per day in this region during this time. Additionally, these few whales "resided" near

Juneau for several weeks: I observed two focal whales throughout virtually all ofJuly and August,

and observed three focal whales throughout most of August.

Clearly, the same individual whales interacted with heavy vessel traffic for extended time

periods during the duration of my study. Yet I rarely witnessed these whales responding to boats

with avoidance behavior, such as that noted by other humpback whale researchers in Alaska and

Hawaii (Baker and Hennan 1989, Green and Green 1990, Bauer et al. 1993). Only twice did I see

whales immediately dive and travel swiftly away from an approaching vessel. On one occasion, a

whale I followed many times surfaced within approximately 50 m of a transiting skiffwith an

outboard motor and swam away, seemingly startled. On the second occasion, a whale I observed

.only once immediately left an area where he or she had been milling for several minutes, once two

jet-powered commercial whale watching boats approached within 400 m.

Several researchers have reported that humpbacks will frequendy engage in surface

behaviors, such as breaching or tail-slapping, as "threats" to nearby vessels Ourasz and Jurasz 1978,

Dean et al. 1985, Bauer and Hennan 1986, Bauer et al. 1993). Only once did I see a single whale

that had been rolling at the surface in bull kelp--suddenly slap its flukes twice towards a 7 m
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recreational boat with an outboard motor that slowly ventured to less than 100 yards from the

animal.

In addition to noting that some humpbacks evade boats by swimming away, or threaten

boats by exhibiting aerial behavior, Bauer and Hennan (1986) suggested that other whale behaviors

also reflect an avoidance strategy. According to these researchers, humpbacks attempting to avoid

boats surface without exhaling, and initiate dives without raising their flukes more frequendy.

However, I did not find that focal whales with whale watching vessels exhibited "no blow rises"

significandy more often, or initiated dives by slipping under (not raising flukes) with significandy

greater frequency, than did whales without following boats.

If the presence of boats can lead to humpbacks showing evasive tactics, aggressive behavior,

or sudden changes in speed and/or direction, we might also expect to see changes in the respiratory

activities of these animals. Some researchers reported that humpbacks showed increased dive

durations and decreased surface intervals when vessels in Hawaii or Southeast Alaska were within

2 km (Bauer et al. 1993, Baker and Hennan 1989), and when vessels in Hawaii were within Yz mile

(Green and Green 1990). In contrast, I found that humpbacks near Juneau exhibited virtually

identical mean dive durations and mean surface intervals with and without whale watching boats

present (within 400 m).

Notably, however, I found that humpbacks were more variable in their surface intervals

and in their numbers of blows per surfacing-when whale watching vessels were present. Thus,

these whales near Juneau that spent more time at the surface seemed to show the opposite of vessel

avoidance. Similarly, Bass and Duffus (1999) found that gray whales in Clayoquot Sound, British

Columbia, spent increasingly more time at the surface as the number of vessels increased.

Furthennore, Bass and Duffus found that gray whales' foraging time decreased with

increasing numbers of boats. I did not find that humpbacks near Juneau decreased their foraging

time in this way; in fact, whales with and without whale watching boats devoted virtually the same

proportion of time to feeding on average. Likewise, I did not find that whales with whale watching

boats partitioned, on average, significandy more or less time to resting, milling, or being surface

. active than did whales without whale watching vessels. In contrast to Corkeron's findings with

~umpbacks in Hervey Bay, Queensland, the percentage of time whales with whale watching vessels

traveled was not significandy greater than the proportion of time whales without boats traveled on

average.

Scar and Sharkfin, the two individuals I followed numerous times with and without whale

watching boats, reflected the behavioral trend I observed for all whales sighted near Juneau. Whales'
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mean respiratory activities and average time budgets were not significantly different when whale

watching vessels were present. A close examination of Scar and Sharkfin's individual behaviors did

reveal an interesting point, however: these animals appeared to follow fairly predictable breathing

patterns and time budgets. And Scar's breathing profile and time budget were distinct from those of

Sharkfin. Scar, on average, spent less time at the surface, spent more time submerged, lingered less

between blows at the surface, traveled more, and milled less than did Sharkfin. These findings

corroborate the ideas ofJoline Lalirne-Bauer (2001), a humpback researcher working in eastern

Australia. She suggests that individual humpbacks show relatively distinct, predictable behavioral

patterns, which are reflected in their breathing profiles, for instance, as well as in their reactions to

vessels.

After this analysis of whale behavioral responses and vessel activity, the question remains:

Are boats harassing humpback whales near Juneau, Alaska? To answer this, we must detennine

whether vessel activity in this region disrupts the behavioral patterns of humpbacks (Level B

Harassment, MMPA Section 3(18)(A)). I found that whales with whale watching vessels were

significantly more variable in their surface intervals and in their numbers of blows per surfacing than

were whales without whale watching boats. Based on these findings, however, it is difficult to

conclude that the behavioral patterns of humpback whales near Juneau are being disrupted. Thus, it

is also impossible to conclude that humpbacks are being harassed by boaters in Stephens Passage

and Lynn Canal, according to the MMPA's interpretation of harassment.

Vessel activity does not appear to have significantly altered humpback behavior near Juneau,

nor does it appear to have altered the short-term distribution of humpbacks in this area. Glockner

Ferrari and Ferrari (1985, 1990) and Salden (1988) suggested that humpback distribution throughout

the Hawaiian Islands has changed over time due to increasing vessel traffic. Specifically, they

reported that mother-calf pairs have been sighted progressively farther from shore as the number of

recreational boaters operating in near-shore waters has increased. In contrast, I observed that

humpbacks are currently most often found in areas of heaviest vessel traffic north ofJuneau:

southwest Shelter Island and North Pass.

Even during the Golden North Salmon Derby-when hundreds of boats transited, trolled, and

,drifted for three days from south Shelter Island, through Saginaw Channel, and into North Pass-a

handful of familiar humpbacks remained. Krieger and Wing (1984, 1986) noted that humpbacks

appear less responsive to vessels when they are actively feeding. I found it difficult to assess

whether a whale was actually foraging unless I saw visible signs of feeding at the surface (such as

lunge feeding or bubblenets); consequently, my estimate of the proportion of time animals spent
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feeding was conservative. Nonetheless, it's plausible that whales near Juneau now seem to tolerate

"mosquito fleets" of boats because of their need to feed constantly.

Although whales may now "tolerate" high numbers of nearby recreational and charter

sportfishing boats, accidents may be imminent. Vessels often traversed areas such as North Pass

and southwest Shelter Island at speeds above 10 knots, and didn't seem concerned about other

boaters transiting or trolling in the vicinity. Moreover, boaters often didn't slow down when

approaching an area where commercial whale watching operators were clearly idling, waiting for a

whale to resurface. Finally, only twice did I hear (commercial whale watching) vessel operators

inform nearby boaters of their intentions and of the most recent positions of sighted whales.

The reckless behavior of recreational boaters and charter sportfishing vessel operators stands

in contrast to the behavior of most whale watching vessel captains. As mentioned earlier, most

whale-watching boaters usually complied with NOAA Fisheries' Alaska Marine Mammal Viewing

Guidelines. Surprisingly, very few whale watching vessels approached within 200 yards of

hutnpbacks. Yet several whale watching industry members commented to NOAA Fisheries that

restricting vessel approaches to >200 yards from whales would leave even their most understanding

customers "disappointed." The fact that some whale watching vessel captains feel they are currently

approaching humpbacks within 200 yards agrees with the findings of Burkhart et al. (1999): most

people underestimate the distance over water from their position to a whale.

Of those who did approach whales closely «200 yards), most were recreational boaters

(n=14). In fact, those who drove trolling boats most frequently approached whales at close-range;

these boaters either quickly pulled their lines in and began to follow a pod, or they started to follow

a pod with their lines still in the water. The two boaters who approached whales within 100 yards

either knowingly violated the first viewing guideline or were unaware of NOAA Fisheries' Code of

Conduct. But because recreational boaters and charter sportfishing vessel captains usually

approached humpbacks the closest-and most often traveled at high speeds through groups of

other boats-I agree with the letter-writers who urged NOAA Fisheries to increase boater safety

education efforts and to consider speed limits in key areas. Furthermore, advising boaters to keep

, their distance from pods that are already being followed by three or more boats would be wise, as

~ell. I observed that when more than three boats tried to watch a single pod--and keep a safe

distance from one another-they fully encircled, or trapped, the whales every time.
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Whale watching has monno"s benefits,
as well as inevitable growing pains.

(William Rossiter, 1998)5

Management Recommendations

I recommend that NOAA Fisheries not implement its humpback whale approach role as

proposed. Instead, I urge the agency to implement regulations that prohibit all approaches within

100yards (91.4 m) of humpback whales in Alaskan waters.

NOAA Fisheries is justified in wanting to promulgate regulations that will protect and

conserve humpback whales in waters off Alaska. Researchers believe that the total number of

humpbacks in the North Pacific today is less than half of the number present in 1905, just prior to

widespread, large-scale harvest. Although now protected from outright killing, North Pacific

humpbacks face modification or destruction of their habitat, competition with humans for prey

resources, possible entanglement in fishing gear, and dramatic increases in vessel traffic. In

particular, humpbacks of the Central North Pacific stock experience the effects of burgeoning whale

watching industries at both ends of their range: Alaska and the Hawaiian Islands. In Alaska, small

groups of the same humpbacks-such as those near Juneau-are exposed to heavy traffic for

several weeks or months during the summer.

Prohibiting approaches within 100 yards-rather than 200 yards--of humpback whales is a

good decision. One hundred yards is the minimum distance NOAA Fisheries asks boaters to keep

between themselves and whales in the agency's 1996 Alaska Marine Mammal Viewing Guidelines. And

approaches within 100 yards of humpbacks have been prohibited in Hawaii since NOAA Fisheries

established regulations there in 1987. Furthermore, I observed only two (recreational) boaters who

approached whales within 100 yards, and only a dozen boaters who approached whales within twice

that distance. Most boaters near Juneau-a center of whale watching activity in Southeast Alaska

keep their distance from humpbacks.

The majority of whale watching industry members who contacted NOAA Fisheries stated

that they would support the agency's turning their 1996 viewing guidelines into enforceable roles.

To most of these stakeholders, restricting approaches to a distance of over 200 yards from

humpbacks seemed excessive. Moreover, they resented being "punished" (for following the current

viewing guidelines) by being told to stay twice as far away from whales as boaters do in Hawaii. A

final role prohibiting approaches within 100 yards would probably be met with cooperation-rather

than resentment-from Alaskan stakeholders.
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Operators of commercial whale watching vessels who still protest a 100-yard restriction can

be reminded of the protected status of North Pacific humpbacks under two precautionary statutes,

the ESA and the MMPA. They can also be reminded of the findings of Kellert (1999) and Orams

(2000). Both researchers separately concluded that most paying whale watching passengers do not

consider a boat's proximity to whales to be an important influence on their overall enjoyment of a

whale watching cruise.

I also recommend that NOAA Fisheries, Ahska Region, clearly announce two additional

guidelines when implementing their humpback whale approach regulations. First, boaters should be

advised to stay back [>500 m] from whales that are already being watched by three or more boaters

within <400 m. As mentioned earlier, three or more whale watching vessels with a pod at once

almost always effectively encircle the whales, or "trap" them against the shore. Many U.S. locations

popular for watching baleen whales, including the Studds-Stellwagen Bank National Marine

Sanctuary, have drafted guidelines aimed at limiting the number of boats allowed close to whales at

once (Borrelli 1999).

Second, boaters should be advised to reduce their speeds in regions where whales are

predictably found on a seasonal basis. In the Juneau area, these regions include the heavily

trafficked waters near southwest Shelter Island and North Pass. Letters to NOAA Fisheries

suggested additional regions throughout Southeast Ahska that should similarly be considered "whale

waters" where vessel speed is restricted: waters near Morris Reef in Chatham Strait, parts of

Frederick Sound, and waters near Point Adolphus in Icy Strait. Already designated "whale waters,"

parts of Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve restrict vessel speed to < 10 knots throughout the

summer (Gabriele et al. 1999). I recommend such a restriction in other seasonal "humpback hot

spots" throughout Alaska.

In addition, I recommend that speed restrictions in designated waters apply to all vessels.

Indeed, Laist et al. (2001) recently announced that their studies of historical records and

computerized stranding databases showed that all sizes and types of vessels can hit whales. I also

recognize that speed restrictions may be the only viable method for cruise ships to avoid colliding

with humpbacks in Alaskan waters. Laist et al. reported that collisions that killed or severely injured

~hales involved ships greater than 80 m in length traveling at speeds of 14 knots or faster. Cruise

ships may not be able to immediately shift their engines into neutral if a humpback surfaces within

200 yards-and they may not see a whale at all before striking it. But cruise ships can be advised to

maintain a speed of <10 knots when traversing "whale waters," as they do now inside Glacier Bay

National Park and Preserve.
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Baker and Herman (1989) noted that humpbacks altered their speed and orientation when

larger ships passed within 4 km of them. Additionally, Malme et al. (1981) and Miles and Malme

(1983) stated that the noise of larger ships dominated the ambient sound "out to a range of up to six

miles in some measurements" in Glacier Bay and Frederick Sound (in Richardson et al. 1995).

Cruise ships emit large amounts of high-intensity, low frequency, and constandy moving noise with

which humpbacks must contend. As cruise ships become larger and more numerous in Alaskan

waters, we must not overlook their potential for harassing---or killing-humpbacks.

I agree with the numerous people who advised NOAA Fisheries to increase their efforts to

educate the public about humpback whales. Boaters will drive more responsibly around humpbacks

if they know and understand what statutes and guidelines protect humpbacks in Alaskan waters.

Secondly, boaters may drive more responsibly near whales if they are simply taught safer, potentially

less disruptive ways to operate boats around these animals. Recreational boaters and charter

sportfishing vessel captains were those who most often drove in a potentially hazardous manner

near submerged, continually moving, 40-ton animals. We must teach everyone about optimal boat

operation around humpbacks.

I encourage NOAA Fisheries to form partnerships with other organizations throughout

Alaska to increase public awareness of humpback whales. NOAA Fisheries alone does not have the

funds or the personnel to effectively educate Alaskan boaters. TIttough partnerships with local

government, non-profit organizations, Chambers of Commerce,and Coast Guard Auxiliary, NOAA

Fisheries can increase the likelihood that a message about safe driving around humpbacks will reach

a wide audience.

Such partnerships are recommended in the Final Recovery Planfor the Humpback Whale (HWRT

1991), and could foster a range of educational campaigns. Television and radio public service

announcements (PSAs), as well as large signs posted at popular harbors and launching ramps may go

far in communicating the laws that protect humpbacks. These signs and PSAs must spell out what

boaters may and may not do near whales. Other methods of educating the public about interacting

with humpbacks include printed material on tide tables, visitor brochures, and flyers disseminated to

, sportfishers obtaining licenses.

Partnerships in other areas, such as that between the Virginia Marine Science Museum and

the Virginia Coastal Program, serve as examples of organizations successfully working together to

educate vessel operators about appropriate boating behavior around wildlife. This partnership's

curriculum, Boat SafelY/Respect Wildlife, oudines the appropriate operation of vessels near protected

species-and it was recendy incorporated into Virginia boating and personal watercraft classes. The
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two organizations also hope to see this curriculum included in national boater education courses and

materials from the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary and the U.S. Power Squadron (Swingle and Barco

1999).

Lasdy, cetacean experts like Memorial University's Dr. Jon Lien (2001), emphasize that no

study has examined the impacts of vessels on whales over an extended time. While research on the

short-term responses of cetaceans to vessels contributes important information on how different

species react in varying geographic regions, we don't know the long-term consequences of this

activity.

Several researchers have suggested that humpback whales, particularly, appear most

responsive to moving sound sources, such as whale watching, recreational and commercial fishing

vessels, and low-lying aircraft (Atkins and Swartz 1989, Beach and Weinrich 1989, Green and Green

1990, Richardson et al. 1995, Gerber et al. 20(0). Indeed, both Malme et al. (1985) and Frankel and

Clark (1998) reported that humpbacks in Southeast Alaska and Hawaii, respectively, often reacted

visibly to nearby vessels-but not to playbacks of high energy, low frequency sound. Will the subde

short-term behavioral responses that humpbacks exhibit to boats lead to long-term population-level

effects? Will increasing vessel activity eventually lead to decreases in the reproductive rates of whale

populations--or to a displacement of whales from critical feeding and breeding areas?

Many questions will go unanswered until long-term studies of the effects of boat activity on

cetacean populations are funded and conducted. Alaskan fisheries biologists believe that the Pacific

herring population that spawns and over-winters in Lynn Canal may be recovering, after crashing in

the late 1980s (McGregor 2000, Shirley 2(00). Tourism---and concomitant vessel traffic--continues

to boom in the Inside Passage. An important question to ask, then, is whether more humpbacks will

start to feed on this growing prey population near Juneau, despite heavy vessel traffic. Only through

the study of humpbacks and boat activity will we better understand the sustainability of Alaskan

marine-based tourism, as well as the health of the dynamic ecosystem of which humpbacks are such

a vital part.
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Conclusion

This study represents an important start to understanding interactions between humpback

whales and vessel activity near Juneau, Alaska. Clearly, only a few humpbacks share northern

Stephens Passage and southern Lynn Canal with many boats during the summer. lbroughoutJune

and August 2000, humpbacks north ofJuneau--especially in North Pass and near southwest Shelter

Island-were rarely without boats (within 800 m). Boater compliance with NOAA Fisheries' Alaska

Marine Mammal Viewing Guidelines was satisfactory during the summer of 2000. Boaters infrequendy

approached humpbacks within 200 yards-and only twice approached whales within 100 yards.

Humpbacks showed subde behavioral changes when whale watching vessels were present.

Whales with boats varied their surface intervals and their numbers of blows per surfacing

significandy more than did whales without boats, but I conclude that boats are not harassing

humpbacks near Juneau. However, there is a need for long-term research to determine whether

vessel traffic leads to humpbacks devoting significandy less time to critical activities like feeding and

resting.

Finally, more than twice as many comment letters submitted to NOAA Fisheries were

written by those against-rather than for-the agency's proposed humpback approach rule.

Whether or not respondents were for or against the regulations, many stressed the need for speed

limits around humpbacks and for public education focused on responsible driving around these

animals. In light of this, as well as my observations of potentially hazardous boating near Juneau, I

encourage NOAA Fisheries to: (1) implement a final rule that prohibits approaches within 100

yards (not 200 yards) of humpbacks in Alaskan waters; (2) advise boaters to limit the number of

boats within <400 m of a pod at one time; (3) advise boaters to travel slowly 0;.10 knots) through

"whale waters," including North Pass and southwest Shelter Island; (4) form partnerships with local

agencies and organizations to increase public awareness of humpbacks in Alaska through various

educational campaigns; (5) support long-term studies of the impacts of vessel activity on humpbacks

in Alaskan waters.

I do notfearfor the whales and dolphins, but I carefor them, and I would trust
thatyou carefor them as welL Thry were here hundreds-perhaps thousands
ofyears before we came. HopefullY thry will still be here long tifter we are gone.

Caringfor them can be our legary to the sea. ...
Ooana McIntyre Varawa, 1991)6
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Dad, and Grannie for their faith in me; Kirk for everything-and most of all for reminding me,
ut the beall!yyolilove be the workyoll do (Rumi).
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Appendix A.
NOAA Fisheries' "Code of Conduct" for Marine Mammal Viewing Sign

"Code of Conduct"
for

;Marine Mammal
\'iewing

1. Remain at least 100 yards from
marine mammals,

2. Time spent observing
individua:I(s) sbouldbe
limited to a ~~ hout.

3. Whales sboold Dol be encircled or trapped betw'een boats,
or boats and shore.

4. If approached by awhaJ1; put the engine in neutral and all-ow the whale to
pass. Boat movement should be from the rear ofa whale.

Pursuit ofmarine marnm.als is prohibited by law.

Bring binocafat'$ .Iong on.4 vioWfng~ to 8S$Ut'& a fJO'Jd WOW from the recommended
vieWing d($I;aIIC&8. The "Cede ofC<Jnd!Jcf' 1$ not. repl"c:ement for federal law.

FDi • «OJl'll or tit, AlMli;. ma.m. _1JlmiII"'~ ~Iilw:l jj;f 1.0 ..port "",m.
_(inJury or .lMMo~. , .... ~..:

Ntr\liol'l(lI FI....fIto. S4ol¥Ic4
"*.~ iIllU_.
~1I.gIol ..
Vlfk ~o<ll~ _b: w_.'akr.M-.gov
P'.~. kll:. ~1$68
J_IiI. AK 59802
1107·625$-7:US



Appendix B.
Anchorage Daily News Editorial on Alaska Whale Watching Ganuary 26, 1992)
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Appendix D.
Fairbanks Daily News-Miner Article Describing NOAA Fisheries' Proposal
Guly 19,2000)



Appendix E.
Juneau Empire Article on Controversy of NOAA Fisheries' Proposal (October 17, 2000)



Appendix F.
Humpback Whale Behaviors of Interest

Behavior

Blow

Underwater Blow

Trumpet Blow

No Blow Rise

Fluke-Up Dive

Fluke-Down Dive

Peduncle Arch

Slip Under

Roll

Spyhop

Breach

Half Breach

Peduncle Throw

Tail Swish

Tail Cartwheel

Tail Slap

Pectoral Fin Slap

Head Slap

Head Lunge

Lunge Feed

Bubblenet Feed

Feeding Call

Definition

Whale exhales above water surface

Whale exhales below water surface

Whale exhales with accompanying loud vocalization

Whale surfaces with no exhalation

Whale submerges and lifts flukes clear of water surface so that tail's ventral
surface is exposed

Whale submerges and lifts flukes clear of water surface, but tail's ventral side
is not exposed

Whale submerges so that most of the tail stock, but not the flukes, is exposed
above water surface

Whale submerges without arching its back or exposing its flukes

Whale spins on its long axis at water surface; movement is not accompanied
by pectoral fin slaps

Whale rises vertically out of the water, rostrum first. Eyes mayor may not be
exposed above water surface.

Whale jumps so that 0/4 of its body clears water surface, twists 1800 through
air, and lands on its back

Whale jumps so that less than o/.t of its body clears water surface and mayor
may not twist

Whale strikes water surface with lateral side of tail stock

Whale rapidly moves tail through water in a sideways movement

Whale waves tail side-to-side in an arc-like motion above water surface

Whale strikes water surface with tail's ventral side

Whale strikes water surface with its pectoral fin

Whale strikes water surface with its head

Whale rapidly moves head forward above water surface at an angle <450

Whale emerges abrupdy through water surface with mouth open, ready to
engulf prey

Whale releases a discrete sequence of bubbles underwater that form a ring at
water surface; feed is contained here as whale emerges with open
mouth

Whale vocalizes audibly while engaging in feeding behavior



Appendix G.
Humpback Whale Behavioral State Descriptions

Code

R

M

T

F

'SA

Name

RESTING

MILLING

TRAVELING

FEEDING

SURFACE ACTIVE

Definition

A whale is resting if he lies horizontal and
motionless at the surface in the same
location for fifteen seconds or more.

A whale is miUing if he swims with no
obvious orientation (non-directional
movement). A milling whale often
circles, changes direction and speed
frequently, exhibits no surface
activity, and is not feeding.

A whale is traveling if he swims with an
obvious orientation (directional movement).
A traveling whale exhibits no surface activity
and is not feeding.

A whale is feeding if he surfaces and dives
with consistent dive times, and in the same
general location. Sometimes there are
obvious signs of feeding, including a whale
lunging at the surface, building a
bubblenet, or vocalizing an audible feeding
call. Additionally, sometimes there are
diving seabirds and/or prey boiling at the
surface near the whale.

A whale is surface active if he exhibits aerial
behavior that creates a conspicuous splash
(including head slapping, tail slapping,
pectoral fin slapping, and breaching).



Appendix H.
Codes for Vessel Activity Data

IVESSEL TYPE

Commercial [J'our] Vessels N on-Commercial Vessels

AM
JB
OR
WI'
JS
AB
A.K
CS
EX

= Allen Marine Tours vessel (jet engine)
= Dolphin Jet Boat Tours vessel (jet engine)
= Orca Enterprises vessel (jet engine)
= M/V Whale Tale (outboard engine)
= Juneau Sportfishing vessel (I/O engine)
= Auke Bay Sportfishing vessel (I/O engine)
= Alaska State Ferry
= Cruise ship
= Excursion vessel (multiple-day tour boat)

REC = Recreational boat
REC 0 = Rec. boatw/ outboard engine
REC < [+/- 0] = Rec. boat < 7 m long
REC> [+/- 0] = Rec. boat> 7 m long
FISH = Commercial fishing vessel
GC = Greens Creek Mine crew vessel
K = Kayak
TC == ThriU craft (jet ski, wave-runner)

IVESSELACTIVITY

o = Not moving forward (engine not on or engine in neutral)
1 = Slow/idle (1-2 km/hr. and no wake)
2 == Medium (3-7 km/hr. and small wake)
3 = Fast (>7 km/hr. and large wake)

Movement (milY use combination ofdescriptors)

+ = Perpendicular to pod movement
/ / = Parallel to pod movement
f = Moving towards front of pod
b = Moving towards rear ofpod
If = Leapfrogging (intercepting pod's forward movement)

**Note if aU whale watching vessels are on one side ofpod, encircling pod, or trapping pod against
shore. Ifpossible, also note how aU vessels (w.w. and non-w.w. boats) are oriented towards one another.

IVESSEL PROXIMITY

Using a laser range finder, determine distance from research vessel to pod (x) and distance from research
vessel to boat closest to pod (y) for a particular whale surfacing. Detennine the angle between pod and
closest vessel (ao , using research vessel as angle's vertex) with a protractor. Cakulate distance between
pod and closest vessel (d) using above distance values and angle (Law of Cosines).

Law of Cosines: d = SQRT[ x?' + f - 2 * x * y * cos(aO)]

POD,
'd, ,

RESEARCH VESSEL---- !y ~'~,~.

"""CLOSEST W.W. VESSEL

J.z _



Appendix I.
Sighting Histories of Nine Photo-Identified Humpback Whales

SCAR

Pod 77A:

Pod 8SA: Sond".est Sbdter Island (singleton)

Pod 8UIl; YOIlR& I\.ay (witb ShukflJl)

Pod 8UA: Soulllwest Sbdter Island (singlelon)

Pod 81M: Fovo.-ile Reel'lSoulbwesl Sbdler Island (singleton)

Pod 820A: Soulllwest Sheller Island (singlelon)

Pod 8lJA: Sout!lwest Shdler IslandIPortland lsland (singleton)

#0994 in SE Alaska Fluke Catalog

*sighted in Sitka Sound, Fal1s 1991, 1998

SHARKFIN

Pod 718A: Southwest Shelter Island (singleton)

Pod 812A: Young Bay (singleton)

Pod 813A: Young Bay (singleton)

Pod 813B: Young Bay (with Scar)

Pod 816B: Young Bay (singleton)

Not found in Straley and Gabriele's

SE Alaska Fluke Catalog



Appendix I.
Sighting Histories of Nine Photo-Identified Humpback Whales

SPARTACUS

Pod 858: Saginaw Channel/SW Sbelter I. (singleton) #1211 iii SE Alaska Fluke Catalog

Pod 86A: North Pass (singleton) * sighted in Sitka Sound, Fall 1992

Pod 8178: North Pass (with Spot and Slash)

Pod 8198: North Pass (with Spot and Slash)

Pod 8238: North Pass (with Slash)

Pbolo: Chris Howard

SPOT

Pod 88A: North Pass (singleton)

Pod 8128: North Pass (singleton)

Pod 8178: North Pass (with Slash and Spartacus)

Pod 8198: North Pass (with Slash and Spartacus)

#1434 in SE Alaska Fluke Catalog
* sighted in Frederick Sound, Summers

1994,1998

* born in 1994 to #581 (Frederick Sound)



Appendix I.
Sighting Histories of Nine Photo-Identified Humpback Whales

SLASH

Pod 817B: North Pass (with Spot and Spartacus)

Pod 8198: North Pass (with Spot and Spartacus)

Pod 8238: North Pass (with Spartacus)

#1306 in SE Alaska Fluke Catalog
* sighted in Glacier Bay/Icy Strait, June-July

2000
* sighted in Glacier Bayflcy Strait, Summers

1992, 1996, 1997, 1998

* sighted in Frederick Sound, Summer 1995

* born in 1992 to #193 (Glacier Bay)

STEALTHY

Pod 816A: Benjamin Island

singleton

traveling

Not found in Straley and Gabriele's
SE Alaska Fluke Catalog

•



Appendix I.
Sighting Histories of Nine Photo-Identified Humpback Whales

RALEY

Pod 76A: North PasslRalston Island

part of pod of 12 whales

traveling and surface active

Pboto: Racbel Cartwright

#0252 in SE Alaska Fluke Catalog
* sighted in Frederick Sound, Chatham Strait,

and Seymour Canal, Summers 1989-1997

* sighted in Chatham Strait in mid-1980s as
part of a large lunge-feeding group

* calf in 1993 (Frederick Sound)

MOUSIE

Pod 76A: North PasslRalston Island

part ofpod of 12 whales

traveling and surface active

Not found in Straley and Gabriele's
SE Alaska Fluke Catalog

PbOIO: Rachel Cartwrigbl



Appendix I.
Sighting Histories of Nine Photo-Identified Humpback Whales

JITTER

Pod 76A: North PasslRalston Island Not found in Straley and Gabriele's
SE Alaska Fluke Catalog

part ofpod of 12 whales

traveling and surface active

Photo: Rachel Cartwright



Appendix].
Raw Data: Whale Focal Follows with No Whale Watching Vessels Present

778 singleton 16 min. 1 Who? Portland L RTF 1 0.13/mln. 0 0

715A singleton SO min. 10 Who? Saginaw Channel LTE 10 0.10/mln. 1 O.OUmln.

85A singleton 74 min. 13 Scar S. Sheltor L RTF 11 0.16/min. S 0.07/min.

818A ainlleton 111 min. 18 Scar S. Sh.lterL HTE **51 O.SO/mln. ··17 O.iS/min.

819A slngloton 90 min. 15 Scar Favorite Re.f LTF **54 0.60/mln. ··59 0.7/min.

820A singleton 98 min. 18 Scar SW Shelter L LTF "32 0.33/mln. ··24 0.14/mln.

8138 pair 103 min. 31 Scar/Sharkfin YOllngBay LTF S 0.05/mln. 0 0

812A singleton 141 min. 15 Sharkfin Young Bay HTE 4 0.03/min. 3 O.OUmln.

813A sinlleton 86 min. 14 Bharkfin Young Bay HTE S 0.06/min. 3 0.03/min.

8128 alngleton 101.mln. 13 Spot North Pas. L 9 0.09/mln. 11 O.ll/min.

8198 trlo/palr (SO/50) 101 min. 41 Spot, Spa., SI. North Pas. RTF ··27 0.16/mln. ··87 0.85/mln.

....Salmon Oertly



Appendix K.

Raw Data: Whale Behavior with No Whale Watching Vessels Present

n-14 n=14 n-13 n-13 n-14 n-14 n-14 nll:14 n-14 n=14 n=14 n=14 n-14
POD# Sol. D.O. #BLOWS BLOW INT. SU PA FU FD TRAVEL MILL REST SA FEED

77B 1.015 8 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0
715A 0.992222 5 3.7777778 21.04 0.2 0.6 0.2 0 0.7 0.3 0 0 0
85A 0.851818 5.181818 4.9090909 12.8809524 0 0.0909 0.9091 0 0.4167 0.5833 0 0 0

812A 2.082667 3.714286 5.5333333 27.3043478 0.6 0.4 0 0 0.6 0.4 0 0 0
812B 0.738462 6.916667 2.9230769 22.6416667 0.08 0 0.92 0 0.4615 0.3846 0 0 0.1539
813A 1.286429 5.384615 4 25.6428571 0.5 0.43 0.07 0 0.2143 0.6428 0.1429 0 0

813B SH 1.186875 4.533333 4.25 21.1346164 0.3889 0.3333 0.2778 0 0.6471 0.3529 0 0 0
813B SC 1.000625 4.6 4.5 18.0178571 0.375 0.3125 0.3125 0 0.6 0.4 0 0 0

818A 0.947222 5.176471 5.1666667 13.7361111 0 0.1667 0.8333 0 0.8889 0.1111 0 0 0
819A 1.112667 5.071429 6.2 12.8461538 0 0 1 0 0.7333 0.2667 0 0 0

819B SPA 1.69 8 5.2 21.15 0.1667 0.3333 0.5 0 0.5 0.3333 0 0 0.1667
819B SP 0.817333 5.133333 3.4 17.4064064 0.3529 0.1765 0.4706 0 0.1765 0.2941 0 0.0588 0.4706
819B SL 0.887059 4.625 3.0588235 23.4857143 0.2778 0.1667 0.5556 0 0.2222 0.2778 0 0 0.5

820A 0.941176 4.5625 5.4705882 13.8648649 0 0 1 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0

MEAN 1.110682 6.421389 4.491489 19.3115805 0.245807 0.214993 0.539207 0 0.611464 0.3819 0.010207 0.0042 0.092229
STDEV 0.36684 1.294531 1.026039 4.92216597 0.211664 0.190671 0.344932 0 0.207057 0.139297 0.038192 0.015715 0.176254



Appendix L.
Raw Data. Whale Focal FoUows with Whale Watching Vend. Present
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AppendixM.

Raw Data: Whale Behavior with Whale Watching Vessels Present

n=11 n""'1 n=16 n=18 n=11 n=11 n-11 n=11 n"'11 n=11 n=11 n=11 n-11
POO# S.I. D.O. #BLOWS BLOW INT. SU PA FU FO TRAVEL MILL REST S.A. FEED
11A 0.81126 1.1666661 0 0 1 0 0.6 0.5 0 0 0

116A 2.1144444 5.5 5 21.05114286 0.2222 0.4444 0.2222 0.1112 0.4444 0.6656 0 0 0
118A 1.61 4.4444444 5.1 20.16596145 0 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0 0 0
121A 1.6516861 1.6363636 1.16666661 16.06156151 0.0833 0.76 0.1661 0 0.4161 0.5833 0 0 0
724A 0.1513913 4.9545455 3.56521139 11.16949153 0.0434 0.081 0.8696 0 0.5211 0.4183 0 0 0
85B 1.438 1 4.8 23 0.1429 0 0.8511 0 0.8511 0.1429 0 0 0
86A 0.4911213 3.6666661 1.86363636 31.68421053 0.2353 0 0.1641 0 0.3043 0.2114 0 0.4348 0.0436
88A 0.63 7.5 2.5555!i556 23.92851143 0.3333 0 0.6661 0 0.5656 0.3333 0 0 0.1111

816A 0.4317718 2.8421053 2.14285114 17.2113913 0.6429 0.3511 0 0 0.2963 0.5185 0.1862 0 0
816B 1.4064545 4.4181905 4.13636364 25.75714288 0.381 0.4782 0.0416 0.0952 0.0435 0.9565 0 0 0
811A 0.39333 9.6666661 2 22.33333333 0.5 0 0.5 0 0.5 0.5 0 0 0

811B SP 0.3923011 4 2.15384615 19.83810968 0.1692 0.0385 0.1963 0 0.1154 0 0 0.1308 0.1538
811B SL 0.410,8333 3.6454545 2.20833333 22.51724138 0.1083 0.25 0.0411 0 0.0411 0 0 0.1911 0.1661

817BSPA 1.53 4.6666661 6 11.63151895 0.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
823A 1.2533333 5.5 6 13 0.3333 0 0.3333 0.3334 1 0 0 0 0

823B SL 0.135 1.6666661 4.25 14.38461538 0.25 0 0.15 0 0.25 0.15 0 0 0
823B SPA 2.225 9 6.5 25.45454545 0 0 1 0 0.3333 0.6661 0 0 0

MEAN 1.0902068 5.8312022 4.12765411 21.11296813 0.302653 0.211835 0.442112 0.037635 0.40410588 0.3825 0.010894 0.115135 0.08611059
STOEV 0.6211306 2.0250695 1.81723196 5.056S3S884 0.251659 0.28164 0.351153 0.088061 0.28091662 0.290413 0.044918 0.265113 0.24208515

~

•



AppendixN.
Raw Data: Sightings of Individual Whales with and without Whale Watching Vessels

r- -~-- .. ------ - -._--~ --- - - - - - ---- - ______ ._____ 6-.- __~~____

t~i t) 1\ I [) l ' ~\ ! ",,' \ l,;'\ t.T '-: it) P!I:'~!r -ld~'IJf.~(\~'d HHII'/-rdH'H~'J

NAME POD# W/WW W/OWW LOCATION NOTES TOTALS
Scar 77A X Portland I. 4WW
Scar 721A X Saginaw Ch.
Scar 724A X S. Shelter I.
Scar 823A X Portland I.
Scar 8SA X S. Shelter I. 5NOWW
Scar 813B X Young Bay w/Sharkfm
Scar 818A X S. Shelter I.
Scar 819A X Favorite Reef
Scar 820A X SW Shelter I.

Spartacus 85B X SaginawCh. 4WW
Spartacus 86A X North Pass
Spartacus 817B X North Pass wi Spot & Slash
Spartacus 823B X North Pass wi Slash
Spartacus 819B X North Pass wi Spot & Slash INOWW

Sharkfm 718A X S. Shelter I. 2WW
Sharkfm 816B X Young Bay
Sharkfin 812A X Young Bay 3NOWW
Sharkfm 813A X Young Bay
Sharkfm 813B X Youn2Bay wi Scar

Slash 817B X North Pass wi Spot & Spartacus 2WW
Slash 823B X North Pass wi Spartacus
Slash 819B X North Pass wi Spot & Spartacus INOWW

Spot 88A X North Pass 2WW
Spot 817B X North Pass wi Slash & Spartacus
Spot 812B X North Pass 2NOWW
Spot 819B X North Pass wi Slash & Spartacus

Stealthy 816A X Benjamin L lWW
Raley 76A X Uttle I. will Others lWW

Mousie 76A X Utile I. will Others lWW
Jitter 76A X Little L will Others lWW

Unknown 716A X Saginaw Cb. 3WW
·.Unknown 716B X S. Shelter L
'Vnknown 817A X North Pass
Unknown 77B X Portland L 2WW

,

715A X SW Shelter I.·:JlaImown
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AppendixO.
Raw Data: Vessel Activity in Three Key Areas
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